
SENSORY IMAGERIES

Sensory imagery is one of the devices in literary work that is used to create mental
images. It engages readers through human’s five senses. Sensory imagery in writing is
needed to create a mental picture of what is happening or what the writer is experiencing.
It is possible that a writer uses some different types of sensory imagery to make a piece
of writing or scene come alive.

Here are six different types of Sensory Imagery

e.g. Lustre through all the long green fields has

spread

         Here, under this dark sky and gloomy cloud
2. Gustatory imagery

(the sense of taste)

includes favor as well

as texture and

sensations relating to

the act of eating.

e.g. The sweetest

thing that ever grew

         The bitter taste

when trying to gulp

the blood

1. Visual Imagery (the sense of

sight) includes visual description

like color, shape, size, darkness,

etc. 

3. Tactile imagery (the sense of

touch) includes differences in

temperature as well as texture and

sensations relating to the

experience of touching.

e.g. The softness of the sand caressed her cheek

 Hiding under the bed, tingled with fear



4. Auditory Imagery (the sense of hearing) includes figurative languages such

as onomatopoeia, alliteration or repetition which can create sounds as well as

words that can evoke the sensory experience of senses of hearing.

e.g. The splash of cold water on his face opens his eyes

         Startled by the bell shaking at a sudden

5. Olfactory imagery

(the sense of smell)

includes scents. As

smell and taste are

closely linked, it’s

possible that the

same word such as

“sweet” is used for

both imageries.

Therefore, some

writers use simile to

compare a particular

scent to the common

smells.

e.g. The pungent of

Papua coffee flies

me out of the

weariness

 When the air is dank

and stale, death is

coming near

e.g. The motion of

blood through the

vein is the waterfall in

my body

 Stepping on the cold

mossy stairs, daubing

trickle of bloody

sweat over the wall

6. Kinesthetic imagery

(the feeling of

movement), when

compared to tactile

imagery, deals more

with full-body

sensations.

7. Organic imagery (personal emotion

and senses or internal sensation) is the

hardest as it should depict the feelings

through actions.

e.g.  Squeezing her hands into fists,

biting her lips (anger)

        Jumping high cheerfully while

laughing (happiness)


